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No 16 ContId

Why should the servant be marred at a117 Well, in this manner he is being to

be hurt. The1 are not identical. It's not a strict progression of three

malk mx equal things, but it is a logical progression from a comparison to

a result. Ja, Ja, ja, by this means, by this means. Change is.,. ja, ja,

the change is the meaning, but the use is the same word, a sort of tied it

together, and it's a logical progression of a comparison, and the reason for

the comparison., the reason for the unexpected occurrence that he is humiliated.

This is the very thing that produces the accomplishment of his work. So, by

means of this he accomplishes his work, Yes, N0, no, not at all, no, I

wouldn't say that. No, it connects with the reason of the mar, the shocking

is, you might say, is 4 quite . As many were shocked at

really means that you are in such a condition that shocked thee. You don't

think as shocked so marred. See, logically the comparison is faulty there.

I mean it's not verbal. It's not a word comparison, but an idea/ comparison.

As many were shocked at thee, that is, you were in that condition of shock.
will
So/he 44 be in a terrible condition, a condition which would shock. And

why will he be? Why this is the way. that his work is to be accompliahod.

Ja, uh, no, shutting mouth would have nothing to do with shock. No, -

5.00) till we finish this

matter/ of the 3D shall he sprinkle luany nations. On that comparison is

a commentary there to Ezekiel 36:2g. Now of course, Ezekiel
They was

is written after Isaiah. 7',cI say that this passage/probably in mini by Ezekiel
it is interesting at least to note the

when he'ote it. Whether there was or not/fl similarity

of thought. In Ezekiel 30, in Ezekiel 36, the Lord is speaking of the new
I

heart, "he will give thorn a new spirit, M will put in you, I will take away

the stony heart out of your feish, and I will give you an heart of flesh."

Remember that wonderful verse which is often quoted for the new word2 That is
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